Periodicity of amide proton exchange rates in a coiled-coil leucine zipper peptide.
The two-stranded coiled-coil motif, which includes leucine zippers, is a simple protein structure that is well suited for studies of helix-helix interactions. The interaction between helices in a coiled coil involves packing of "knobs" into "holes", as predicted by Crick in 1953 and confirmed recently by X-ray crystallography for the GCN4 leucine zipper [O'Shea, E.K., Klemm, J.D., Kim, P.S., & Alber, T. (1991) Science 254, 539]. A striking periodicity, extending over six helical turns, is observed in the rates of hydrogen-deuterium exchange for amide protons in a peptide corresponding to the leucine zipper of GCN4. Protons at the hydrophobic interface show the most protection from exchange. The NMR chemical shifts of amide protons in the helices also show a pronounced periodicity which predicts a short H-bond followed by a long H-bond every seven residues. This variation was anticipated in 1953 by Pauling and is sufficient to give rise to a local left-handed superhelical twist characteristic of coiled coils. The amide protons that lie at the base of the "hole" in the "knobs-into-holes" packing show slow amide proton exchange rates and are predicted to have short H-bond lengths. These results suggest that tertiary interactions can lead to highly localized, but substantial, differences in stability and dynamics within a secondary structure element and emphasize the dominant nature of packing interactions in determining protein structure.